
14 Gold Experience

Making it happen02
 READING 

 1 Read the posts and choose the correct answer, 
true or false. 

 1 Bailey’s mum used a computer to keep him 
occupied. 

  True  False 
 2 Bailey’s young sister isn’t good with a touch screen.  
  True  False 
 3 Emma played outside a lot as a child.   
  True  False 
 4 Emma often takes her cousin’s computer away 

from him. 
  True  False 
 5 Emma thinks computers have no bene� ts for 

young children. 
  True  False 
 6 David’s young friend plays quietly on his computer. 
  True  False 
 7 David’s mum didn’t like him eating a lot of 

chocolate. 
  True  False 
 8 Dean often babysits for young children.  
  True  False 

 2 Read the posts again and choose the correct 
answer, A, B, C or D. 

 Which person: 
 1 worries about children being alone too much?   

 B         
 2 compares two similar reactions to different 

things?      
 3 believes children need more time with their 

parents?     
 4 mentions the problem of depending too much 

on computers?     
 5 thinks using computers is good preparation for 

formal education?     
 6 believes there is an alternative way to develop 

computer skills?     
 7 is concerned about the effects of computers on 

a child’s mood?     
 8 appreciated an activity in the past because it was 

unusual?     
 9 talks about the types of toys he/she liked as a 

child?     
 10 points out what children need to learn from their 

parents?     

A  Bailey B  emma C  david D  dean
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02 Making it happen

 View previous comments Cancel     Share    Post

  Young children are using computers more and more these days. Do YOU think this is a good thing?

      

Write a comment Support

A  Bailey

B  emma

C  david

D  dean
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16 Gold Experience

 Vocabulary 
 Technology 

 1 Complete the crossword with technology words. 
1

  H
2

A
3

4 

C

K
5

6

7

  Across  
 3 to move information from the Internet onto a 

computer or smartphone 
 4 a set of instructions that tell a computer what 

to do 
 5 to add more information to something 
 6 a set of instructions that can damage a computer 
 7 a group of documents that you store together on 

a computer 
  Down  
 1 to get information from someone’s computer 

secretly 
 2 an object that provides a supply of electricity for a 

device such as a smartphone 
 3 to remove something that is stored on a computer 

2 Choose the correct answers.

 1 Did you read Sara’s  tweet/signal  about her party?    
 2 It’s a very useful application and you can download 

the  connection/software  free this month.  
 3 I’ve just got a new  touch screen/virtual  phone. 
 4 I couldn’t call you earlier, because I couldn’t get a 

 signal/connection  for my phone. 
 5 John plays lots of  online/click  computer games. 
 6 My sister spent £5 on food for the animals in her 

 program/virtual  zoo! 
 7 It takes ages to download things because the 

Internet  website/connection  is so slow! 
 8 Allgames.com is a great  online/website  for games. 

 3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
these verbs. 

 access charge click   access charge click   access charge click   access charge click   access charge click  deletedeletedeletedeletedeletedeletedeletedeletedeletedelete  download  download  download  download  download
hack scroll update hack scroll update hack scroll update hack scroll update hack scroll update 

 1 I was so annoyed! I accidentally  deleted   
my essay from my computer, so I had to write 
it again! 

 2 I forgot to     my phone last night, 
and now it’s out of battery! 

 3 If you     down the page, you’ll see 
more information at the bottom. 

 4 These � les are protected, so you need a 
password to     them. 

 5 If you     on that icon, the program 
will open. 

 6 Listen to this song – I     it onto my 
phone yesterday. Do you like it? 

 7 The school website hasn’t got any information 
about this term’s events yet. They need to 
    it. 

 8 Someone     into the bank’s 
computer last night and stole information 
about customers’ accounts. 

   4 Match the sentence beginnings (1–6) with the 
endings (a–f). 

 1 I’m going to follow up     c    
 2 I’m still trying to work out        
 3 You need a password to log on         
 4 You have to key in        
 5 Can you zoom in        
 6 You’ll save energy if you turn off         

 a to the website. 
 b your name and then press ‘Enter’. 
 c your idea of trying to get a summer job. 
 d on that picture, so we can see it better? 
 e your computer at night. 
 f the answer to this maths problem. 
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02 Making it happen

 Grammar 
 Past tenses 

 1 Write sentences. Use the past simple, the past 
continuous or both. 

 1 Martha / show / me / her new tablet 
      Martha showed me her new tablet.    
   2 I / not enjoy / the exhibition 
       
 3 we / watch / a movie / when / you / phone 
       
 4 you / read / that article / about computers / ? 
       
 5 I’m sorry, / you / sleep / ? 
       
 6 where / you / go / when / I / see/ you / ? 
       
 7 I / not pay / for / the software 
       
 8 she / work / on her laptop / at the time  
       

 2 Complete the text with the correct past simple or 
past continuous form of these verbs. 

decide form get leave live returndecide form get leave live returndecide form get leave live returndecide form get leave live returndecide form get leave live return
spend  spend  spend  spend  spend  startstartstartstartstartstartstartstartstartstart  study work  study work  study work  study work  study work

Steve Jobs
Steve Jobs was an 
American inventor and 
businessman. He was 
always interested 
in technology and 
1)  started  
 building computers while 
he 2)     
at college. 
He 3)     
with his parents at the time.

He 4)     college after only six months 
and 5)     some time travelling around 
India. When he 6)     to the US, 
he 7)     a job with the technology 
company Atari. While he 8)     there, 
he 9)     to set up his own company. 
Jobs 10)     the Apple company in 
1976 with his friend Steve Wozniak, and together they 
changed the world of  phones and personal 
computing for ever.

 3 Choose the correct answers.  

 1 Did you use to/You use to/Would you  play 
football games on the computer when you were 
younger? 

 2 We  used watch/would watch/would watching  TV 
every evening when I was young. 

 3 I  used to love/would love/use to love  taking 
photos on my dad’s old camera.    

 4 My grandparents  didn’t use to/didn’t used to/not 
use to  have a music player. 

 5 I  used text/would to text/used to text  my friends 
every day. 

 6 My best friend  used to live/would live/use to live 
 in New York. 

 7  Did you used to/You use to/Did you use to  buy 
things online � fteen years ago? 

 8 I  wouldn’t have/didn’t use to have/not use to 
have  a mobile phone. 

 9  When my parents were young,  they used to/they 
would/they  use to play in a band together. 

 10 A friend of mine  taught herself/would teach 
herself/use to teach herself  Russian. 

 4 Choose the correct answer, A, B or C. Sometimes 
more than one answer is possible. 

 1 I     in London when I was younger. 
 A used to live   B would live   C lived 

 2 I     my grandparents every weekend. 
 A was visiting   B used to visit   C would visit 

 3 Who     the mobile phone? 
 A invented   B used to invent   
C was inventing 

 4 My grandma     scared of technology. 
 A was being   B used to be   C would be 

 5 It     when we left home this morning. 
 A used to rain   B was raining   C raining 

 6 I     my � rst tablet two years ago. 
 A got   B was getting   C would get 

 7 I didn’t hear my phone last night because I     . 
 A slept   B was sleeping   
C used to sleep 

 8 In the 1980s, most people     computers 
at home. 
 A didn’t have   B didn’t use to have   
C wouldn’t have 

 9     cycle to school when you were young? 
 A Were you B Did you use to 
C You used to 

 10 In my teens, I     spend hours writing adventure 
stories. 
 A did  B would  C was 
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 VOCABULARY 
 Inventors and 
inventions 

 1 Read the defi nitions and write the words.  

 1 a machine that prints documents       printer   
 2 a device that transmits a signal         
 3 a machine that scans documents         
 4 someone who collects things         
 5 someone who competes         
 6 someone who invents things         
 7 someone who plays a game         
 8 someone who employs someone 

to do something         

 2 Complete the table with the correct noun forms. 

Verb Noun

receive 1) receiver

amplify 2)  

generate 3)  

photocopy 4)  

advise 5)  

refrigerate 6)  

program 7)  

narrate 8)  

 3 Complete the sentences with nouns formed from 
these verbs. 

 amplify calculate   amplify calculate   amplify calculate   amplify calculate   amplify calculate  refrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigeraterefrigerate  play  play  play  play  play
generate instruct invent photocopy  generate instruct invent photocopy  generate instruct invent photocopy  generate instruct invent photocopy  generate instruct invent photocopy  

 1 The meat is all stored in a   refrigerator       to keep it 
cool and fresh. 

 2 Jo dreams of being a professional football 
    one day. 

 3 The music isn’t loud enough for this big hall. We 
need an     to make it louder. 

 4   We had a really good ski     who taught 
us a lot about skiing. 

 5 I can’t do this maths in my head. Can I borrow 
your     ? 

 6 The school has its own     to produce 
electricity if there’s a power cut. 

 7 Who was the     of the � rst computer? 
 8   Can I use your     ? I need to make a 

copy of my passport. 

 4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets. Use  re-  or  dis- . 

 1 Jack was here a few minutes ago, but he’s 
 disappeared   (appear) now!  

 2 I spilled water on my homework, so I had to 
    (do) it! 

 3 I’m sorry, but I     (agree) with you. 
I think you’re wrong! 

 4 Can you     (play) that song? I love it. 
 5 I didn’t understand the text about technology. 

I had to     (read) it several times. 
 6 My grandad     (approve) of 

new technology, and he refuses to go near 
a computer! 

 7 The band couldn’t get the song right, so they 
decided to     (record) it the next day. 

 8 I wouldn’t dare to     (obey) my 
parents! They would be furious! 

 9 Sara’s really nice – I can’t understand why you 
    (like) her!  

 5 Complete the fact sheet with the correct form 
of the words in brackets. 

• The fi rst electric 1)  ampli� er   (amplify) was invented 
in 1909 by Lee De Forest. Without him, there would be no 
rock concerts!

•  The fi rst portable music 2)     (play) went on 
sale in the 1960s. It used small cassettes, with recorded 
music on. 

 •  Alan Blumlein was the 3)     (invent) of stereo 
sound, the system that directs different sounds through 
different speakers. He invented it in 1931. 

 •  The fi rst radio 4)     (receive) was designed 
by Alexander Popov in 1896, but people didn’t start 
having radios in their homes until the early 20th century. 

 •  The fi rst TV 5)     (transmit) was 
developed by John Logie Baird in London in the 
1920s. 

 •  The song  Yesterday  by the Beatles was fi rst 
recorded in 1965, and since then it has been 
6)     (record) over 2,000 times 
by different singers. 

 •  Some rock bands and singers are 
diffi cult to please. The band Van 
Halen used to demand packets of 
coloured sweets, but with all the 
brown ones removed because they 
7)     (like) these ones!  

Music, TV and RadioMusic, TV and Radio
Did you know…?Did you know…?
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Making it happen02

 Grammar 
 Pronouns 

 1 Complete the sentences with these refl exive 
pronouns. 

herself himself  herself himself  herself himself  herself himself  herself himself  myselfmyselfmyselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itself  ourselves itself  ourselves itself  ourselves itself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyselfmyselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyselfmyselfmyself  ourselves itselfmyselfmyself
themselves x2 yourself yourselvesthemselves x2 yourself yourselvesthemselves x2 yourself yourselvesthemselves x2 yourself yourselvesthemselves x2 yourself yourselves

 1 I really enjoyed  myself   at the party. 
 2 My brother designed the app all by     . 
 3 We paid for the tickets     . 
 4 Did you make this cake     , Tom? 
 5 Mum bought a new computer for     . 
 6 Make sure you all behave     while 

you’re out! 
 7 Dan and Jacob organised the trip     . 
 8  This light switches     on when you 

enter the room. 
 9  I prefer cats to dogs because they almost look 

after     . 

 2 Complete the conversations with a refl exive 
pronoun or  each other . 

  A   Are you going to the cinema by 1)  yourself   
tonight? 

  B   No, Sam’s coming with me. We often go to the 
cinema with 2)     . 

  A   Do George and Milly help 3)     with 
their homework? 

  B   Yes, of course they do! George wouldn’t get 
such good marks if he did all his homework 
4)     ! 

  A   Anna is so sel� sh! She only thinks about 
5)     ! 

  B   I know. And it’s really strange that she and 
her sister never buy birthday presents for 
6)     ! 

  A   Jack and Fiona are both sitting by 
7)     on opposite sides of the room. 

  B   Yes, but they keep looking at 8)     
across the room!  

 A   If I need a drink, can I help 9)     ?
 B   Yes. Everyone can help 10)     to 

water but you have to pay for other drinks.

 3 Choose the correct answers. 

 1 Jane is a friend of  me/my/mine.  
 2 I love that computer game of  yours/your/you.  
 3 Dan showed me a new app of  he’s/his/him . 
 4 Anna introduced me to a cousin of  her/she/hers.  
 5 Are Beth and Sam still working on that project of 

 their/theirs/they ? 
 6 We can lend you some books of  our/us/ours.  
 7 Have you still got that DVD of  me/mine/my ?  

 4 Complete the email with one word in each space. 

Reply | Reply All | Forward | Delete

To: Tania Subject: New game!

mailbox Today Mail Calendar Contacts

Hi Tania,
 I wanted to tell you about this new computer 
game of  1) mine   .  It’s called  Alien Attack. 
 I bought it for 2)   with my birthday 
money. It’s a game that you can play by 
3)   , but I think it’s more fun if  you 
play with someone else. It was Paul who told me 
about it. He and his brother play this game with 
4)   other a lot. He says they can 
amuse 5)   for hours with it. 
 Why don’t you come round this evening? 
We could order a pizza for 6)   , too. 
I’ve only got one games controller, but perhaps 
you could bring one of  7)   with you? 
Let me know what time you can come! 
 Stella 
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 LISTENING 

 1 2.1 Listen to a teacher talking about a famous 
inventor, Rachel Zimmerman. Choose which 
topics (a–g) she mentions. 

 The teacher talks about: 
 a communicating online 
 b a good teacher 
 c science tests 
 d international prizes 
 e speaking a foreign language 
 f a competition 
 g computer problems 

 2 2.2 Listen again and complete the sentences. 
Use one word in each space. 

 1 Some people have problems communicating 
because the  keyboard   is dif� cult for them to 
use. 

 2 Blissymbols are a set of     that people 
can use for communication. 

 3 In the past the disabled person had to have an 
    with them to help. 

 4 Rachel Zimmerman designed her invention at the 
age of     . 

 5 She developed some new     to use on 
computers. 

 6 The disabled person’s message appeared as 
    on the scree n.

 7 The name of Rachel’s invention was a Blissymbol 
    . 

 8 Rachel has a job today with     . 

 SPEAKING SKILLS 

 1 Match the questions (1–8) with the answers (a–h). 

 1 What kind of music are you into?   e    
 2 That’s an interesting T-shirt.       
 3 Where are you from?     
 4 Hi, nice to meet you!     
 5 Do you like sport? I’m a big football fan.       
 6 How often do you go to the cinema?     
 7 Who do you spend your free time with at the 

weekends?     
 8 Are you going to Olga’s party next weekend?      

 a Southampton. That’s in the south of England. 
 b I enjoy watching it and playing it. 
 c My best mate Tony and sometimes my older sister 

Carole. 
 d I’d like to, but to be honest I need some early 

nights! 
 e I love rock and I go to lots of concerts, too. 
 f You too. I’m Julio. 
 g A couple of times a month. I like romantic 

comedies! 
 h Thanks. I got it in Madrid. 

 2 What do these comments show? Choose the 
correct answer, A, B or C. 

 1 It would be much better to have a talk about space 
exploration than have to read about it. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 2 The speaker might be able to answer questions 
about living on a space station. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 3 That’s exactly what I think. It’s not an interesting 
topic at all. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 4 I’d de� nitely choose to learn more about robots 
because they’re fascinating. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 5 You’re right there. We learned a lot about 
inventions last term. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 6 It would be a bit dif� cult I think. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

 7 The speaker in the second workshop is a lot more 
interesting than in the � rst. 
 A speculation B preference C agreement 

Rachel Zimmerman in 1985
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Making it happen02

 WRITING 

 1 Complete the sentences from an essay with 
these words. 

balance bene� t downside fact  balance bene� t downside fact  balance bene� t downside fact  balance bene� t downside fact  balance bene� t downside fact  
main main main main main main main main main main  opinion personally spite opinion personally spite opinion personally spite opinion personally spite opinion personally spite

 1 The  main   reason I use computers is to 
communicate with friends. 

 2 One     of having a tablet computer is 
that I can carry it everywhere. 

 3      , I don’t think it’s a good idea to use 
computers in exams .

 4 The     of depending on computers is 
that they sometimes go wrong. 

 5 In my     , children should learn to use 
computers when they’re very young.  

 6 On     , I disagree with this statement 
about computers. 

 7 Computers are important in schools. In    , 
I think every classroom should have a computer 
for each student. 

 8 Computers can give you a headache. In     
of that, people still work at them for too long. 

 2 Number the sentences (a–h) in the correct order 
(1–8). 

 a Most people say that they make life easier for us.  
    

 b After all, they quite frequently go wrong.      
 c What do you think about all the new gadgets 

available today?   1   
 d In spite of those points I’m sure people won’t ever 

get tired of having new gadgets.      
 e In addition to that, they cost us a lot of money. 

There’s always some pressure to have the latest 
one.      

 f So I suppose we’d better accept that they are here 
to stay.      

 g But personally I’m not so sure.      
 h My main reason is that we spend so much time 

looking after our gadgets.      

 3 Read the essay task and write your essay in 
140–190 words. 140–190 words. 140–190 words. 

 Some people say we rely too much on computers 
today. What’s your opinion?

Write about:
• necessity
• losing our skills
• your own idea 
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Revision Unit 2
 1 Complete the sentences with these words. 

access    access    access    access    access    batterybatterybatterybatterybatterybatterybatterybatterybatterybattery   charge   delete    download      charge   delete    download      charge   delete    download      charge   delete    download      charge   delete    download   
hack   program   tweethack   program   tweethack   program   tweethack   program   tweethack   program   tweet

 1 This torch doesn’t work. It must need a new 
 battery   . 

 2 The singer sent a     about her next 
concert. 

 3 Be careful you don’t     the � le by 
accident. 

 4 Only students at the school can     this 
part of the website. 

 5 I’d love to learn how to     a computer 
to do what I want it to do. 

 6 Don’t forget to     your tablet overnight, 
or you won’t be able to use it tomorrow. 

 7 It only takes a few minutes to     a � lm, 
and then you can watch it! 

 8 Someone managed to     into my 
account and steal all my passwords. 

 2 Choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D. 

 1 Click     the ‘Go’ button to start your search. 
 A on B to C for D in 

 2  Key     your password and then press ‘Enter’. 
 A on B in C into D to 

 3 My computer isn’t working. I think it’s got a     . 
 A software B code C website D virus 

 4 I can’t look at the website now because I haven’t 
got an Internet     . 
 A program B software C connection D online 

 5 I think you spend too much time in the     world 
of computer games! 
 A program   B touch screen
C virtual   D website 

 6 Don’t forget to turn     your computer before you 
go to bed. 
 A off B down C out D over 

 7 My brother came up     a great idea for a new 
game. 
 A for B in C in D with 

 8 I keep all my important � les in one     . 
 A code B tweet C folder D website 

 3 Complete the sentences with one word in each space. 

 1 I can’t work  out     the answer to this 
question. 

 2 I’ll log     to my computer and then we 
can look on the website. 

 3 Can you zoom     and look at our house? 
 4 It’s a really good suggestion, and I’m going to 

follow it     . 
 5 Scroll     to the bottom of the page. 

 4 Read the defi nitions and write the words. 
Use nouns formed from these verbs. 

 amplify   calculate   generate   instruct    amplify   calculate   generate   instruct    amplify   calculate   generate   instruct    amplify   calculate   generate   instruct    amplify   calculate   generate   instruct   
invent   narrate    invent   narrate    invent   narrate    invent   narrate    invent   narrate    photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy photocopy    transmit    transmit    transmit    transmit    transmit 

 1 a machine that can make copies 
of documents or pictures   photocopier

 2 a machine that makes sounds louder    
 3 a machine that helps you do maths   
 4 a machine that sends out radio signals     
 5 a machine that produces electricity   
 6 someone who tells a story   
 7 someone who teaches you a skill     
 8 someone who thinks of ideas and 

makes new things      

 5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the words in capitals. 

 1 My sister wants to be a computer  programmer   
when she leaves school.  PROGRAM  

 2 I     that man – I really 
don’t think he’s honest!  TRUST  

 3 She beat all the other     
in the race.  COMPETE  

 4 If you     the music player 
from the speakers, you won’t be able 
to hear any sound.  CONNECT   

 5 If the game is still 0–0 at the end, they 
will have to     it next week.  PLAY  

 6 IBM is a major     in this area. Over 
2,000 people work for the company.  EMPLOY  

 7 I can use my     to send a 
photo of the document to your computer.  SCAN  

 8 I really     of young people 
who behave badly!  APPROVE  
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Revision Unit 2

 9 Rewrite the sentences using the word given. 
Use between two and fi ve words, including the 
word given. 

 1 No one helped me make this cake.    ALL  
  I made this cake    all by myself   .  
 2 My sister learned to swim by herself.    TAUGHT  
  My sister     swim. 
 3 They had a good time at the party.    THEMSELVES  
  They     at the party. 
 4 Sam writes to Kim and Kim writes to Sam.    EACH  
  Sam and Kim     .  
 5 George is my friend.    OF  
  George is a     . 
 6 Computers were slower in the past.    USE  
  Computers didn’t     fast in the past. 
 7 I started to eat my lunch and then the 

phone rang.    WHILE  
  The phone rang     my lunch. 
 8 Our old � at wasn’t as big as this one.    USED  
  We     in a smaller � at. 

 10 Complete the blog post with one word in 
each space.   

 6 Complete the sentences with the correct past 
simple or past continuous form of these verbs. 

           buy   design   do   rain   not try on     buy   design   do   rain   not try on     buy   design   do   rain   not try on     buy   design   do   rain   not try on     buy   design   do   rain   not try on    walkwalkwalkwalkwalkwalkwalk     walkwalkwalkwalkwalk     walkwalk          walkwalkwalkwalkwalk     walkwalkwalkwalkwalk
watch watch watch watch watch 

 1 I met   Gary while I  was walking     home from school. 
 2 We decided not to play tennis because it 

    . 
 3 I     a � lm when I heard a 

noise outside. 
 4 She     the shoes before she 

bought them. 
 5 My brother     an app while he 

was studying at university. 
 6 I     my homework when my 

computer crashed. 
 7 My parents     me a new phone 

because I did very well in my exams last term. 

 7 Choose the correct answers. 

 1 My dad  used to live/used live/would live  on a farm. 
 2 I  used to get/getting/was getting  very nervous 

before exams, but I’m OK now. 
 3 Jack  would win/used to winning/won  the drama 

prize last term. 
 4 My sister  would go/used go/was going  horse-

riding every day when she was younger. 
 5 I  used to have/was having/would have  a desktop 

computer, but I have a tablet now. 
 6  Did you use to see/Did you used to see/Were you 

seeing  your cousins every weekend? 
 7 I  wasn’t/wouldn’t/didn’t use to  like   swimming in 

the sea. 

 8 Choose the correct answer, A, B or C. 

 1 I bought   a new camera yesterday. 
 A me B myself C mine 

 2 James lent me an interesting book of   . 
 A he B his C himself 

 3 I’m going on holiday with a cousin of   . 
 A me B mine C myself 

 4 My phone is more modern than   . 
 A your B yourself C yours 

 5 Be careful you don’t cut     on that knife. 
 A you B yourself C yours 

 6 The lights switch   on and off while we’re out. 
 A them B each other C themselves 

 7 Tom’s always looking at   in the mirror – 
he’s so vain! 
 A his B himself C each other 

 8 Toby and Rob often help   with homework. 
 A theirs B themselves C each other 

 View previous comments Cancel     Share    Post

   I 1)  was     talking to my dad about computer 
games yesterday and he told me about this game – 
Pong. It was one of  the fi rst ever computer games. 
It was a kind of  sports game, I think. My dad says it 
2)     to be quite slow. I don’t think it was 
very exciting! You could play by 3)     or 
two people could play against 4)     other. 
My dad says he and his brother loved it. They 
5)     play for hours. I’m amazed that they 
6)     get bored with it! 
Anyway, it got me thinking. What other computer 
games did people 7)     to play in the 
1970s and 80s? If  there are any relatives of  
8)     who played computer games at this 
time, I’d love to hear about it!        

Write a comment Support
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